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Project Background

Prompt:
Create an app that can help people have a more
balanced work-life.

Team:
ENFJ
Charismatic and inspiring leader,
able to mesmerize their listeners

INFJ
Quiet and mystical, yet very
inspiring and tireless idealists

Timeline: 8 weeks, Graduate Level Course
Kimberly Dsilva

Tools:

Tami Buckman

Charlie Bradley

Roles shared: UX Designer, UX Strategist,
UX Researcher, UI Designer, Content Strategist

Laura Kowalczyk

Research

Our Methodology

●

Qualitative:

○ Learn more about user needs with a preliminary Google Form survey
○ Conduct user interviews to discover pain points and opportunities for our product
●

Quantitative:

○ Desk research to uncover stats about work / life balance and learn more about working
especially remote work

○ Competitive Research to uncover the gaps in work/life balance tools that exist today
○ Find supplemental research related to work/life balance

Preliminary
Survey
Google Form to
understand where people
work and how they deﬁne
work / life balance

Desk Research Findings

Desk Research Findings

What does work / life balance mean to you?

“

I do my best not to spend time
thinking about work-related tasks. I try
to spend my free time doing things I
love: talking with my friends and
family, reading, playing music, hiking...

“

”

“

I believe they work in unison. When
work demands are high I address them.
When life needs me I am able to be
there. So I look at it as an integration.

Having a healthy balance
between my personal life and
my work-life, where I don’t feel
like one side is controlling the
majority of my time or energy.

”

“

”

“

When work is completed
for the day put it behind
you and do life things that
you need to do and enjoy
your family and friends.

I often switch back and forth day and
evening between work and personal
depending on what’s most needed at the
time. I actually enjoy that ﬂexibility.

”

”

How has COVID changed your work?

“

Previous to Covid-19… there was no
expectation to bring my work computer
home so after leaving work my work day
ended,… work calls did not come into my
cell phone… Now it’s up to me to draw
that line between work and life balance in
ways I did not have to think about before.

“

The days got longer. The email
traﬃc started at 5 in the morning
until 10 o'clock at night.

“

I miss the informal conversations at
work. Now it feels like all our Zoom
meetings need to be productive and
so I rarely sit down and have an
informal conversation with someone.

”
“
”

My bedroom turned into my
oﬃce, living room and
bedroom all in one.

”

”

Competitive Analysis
Currently, there is no direct competition in the market, but research was gathered about indirect competitors.

● All-in-one operating system
that provides HR solutions
to your remote team
● Includes time tracking and
invoice for independent
contractors, a global payroll
system, and HR
management features
including clocking in and
equipment tracking

● Daily standup platform for
remote teams
● Ability to create virtual forms
to take the place of standup
meetings, customize
check-ins, and set goals or
metrics

● Virtual office setup to
replicate social aspect of
traditional office setting
● Continuous meeting spaces
and notes, customizing
office space, private chats,
and multiple screen
shares/integrations
● Spatial audio allows for
users to tune in to
conversations happening
around their avatar

● Time tracking and
productivity product for
virtual teams
● Includes time tracking
either using an automated
timer or manual entries,
time monitoring and
reporting, and individual
user views
● Calendar dashboard, roles
and permissions, project
updates, and billable hour
management

Problem
The global pandemic has propelled
the workplace to move to a remote
working environment for many jobs.
Workers demand more ﬂexibility and
work-life balance, but companies do
not know how to respond.

How Might We help companies
transition to attract the modern
workforce?
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Personas + Journeys

Emily Employee
Bio

Goals

Emily is 36 years old. She works full
time and has a young son whom she
cares for with her husband. She shifted
to remote work after the pandemic,
and has enjoyed spending more time at
home, but struggles with work calls and
family time.

●
●
●
●

Pain Points
●
●

●

Work time has no clear start and
stop anymore
She wants to spend time with her
family but doesn’t feel
comfortable sharing her personal
needs with her boss
She feels like she won’t be able to
stay remote for much longer

Complete daily work tasks
Ensure her son is attended to
Work out daily
Have time for self care

Opportunities
●
●

●

Rely on tools to handle
communicating needs
A way for my boss to know
that I’m being productive but
also make my boundaries clear
Be connected with my team
and feel less isolated

Mark Manager
Bio

Goals

Mark, 48, is a mid-level manager and
has been at his company for the past
ﬁve years. He enjoys the social aspect
of being in the oﬃce and prefers to
keep an eye on his employees. Before
COVID, he was frequently seen eating
at his desk, and has issues with
work-life balance.

●

Pain Points

Opportunities

●
●
●

Concerned about productivity
levels when going remote
Unsure of how to manage a
remote team
Stress over employee
retention

●
●

●
●
●

Be able to fully trust and
delegate to his team
Check on how his
employees are feeling
Attract new talent with
great culture

Learn new ways of working
Build trust through technology
Advertise and fulﬁll great work
culture

Emily Employee’s Journey
Phase

Goals

Morning

Wake up feeling refreshed.
It’s going to be a great time. Hoping
to have time for exercise today.

Midday

Get ahead on work tasks
Show boss I’m productive
Call pediatrician to get details
on baby
Get a healthy meal in

Afternoon

Finish all work tasks for the day
Get laundry in during a call
Go for a walk break and get fresh
air
Pick up antibiotic for baby

Evening

Spend time with husband
Prepare healthy dinner
Get baby to sleep on time
Take a bath to relax

Emotions

Pain Points

Opportunities

Her husband will leave for work so she
will not have help juggling work and
kid. Has to log into work on time but
appears that her son may have a fever.

Meetings ﬁll up my calendar. My
boss wants to check in to make
sure I’m working. My baby is
cranky and needs attention.

15 minutes late for a
meeting because she
was at the pharmacy.

Needs to catch up on work
after hours. No time to
cook dinner. Have to just
order a pizza.

A product on a mobile device would
help her start her work day while
caring for son.

An employer with ﬂexible hours
would offer her the ability to
take care of family matters that
unexpectedly arise.

Being able to openly
communicate that she was
late and not feel guilty or feel
like she was reprimanded

Flexible work hours allow her to
catch up a little in the evenings.
Understanding teammate offers
to help with her workload when
he hears the baby is sick.

Mark Manager’s Journey

Phase

Goals

Morning

Wake up and read instead of
checking email
Work out and meditate
Make a healthy breakfast

Midday

Help employees deal with
unexpected challenges
Take a break
Do research on shifting working
styles

Afternoon

Conduct ﬁnal interview for new hire
Convince them to join team
Finish brief on work life balance
Take a break and do some
stretching

Evening

Checks emails he did not get
around to during the day.
Spends a lot of time thinking
about work problems and
how to solve them.

Emotions

Pain Points

Opportunities

See tons of notiﬁcations from
leadership over night.
Start working right away to respond
to emails and questions.
No time for a good start

Company policy updates conﬂict with Potential hire rejects job offer
work life balance research.
due to company culture and
Employees not responsive to emails. non competitive salary.
Deadlines shifting causing stress.

Should be comfortable delegating
tasks to his team and more informed
about his staff performance. Team
norms could establish when overnight
communications are appropriate.

No time to celebrate team
successes since there are
many ﬁres to put out.

Tell new hire to check ZenStaff
certiﬁcation and get accurate
picture of the work life
balance.

Evenings and weekends
should use this time to
relax and recharge. It’s
only Monday. It’s going to
be a long week.
Evenings should be time to quiet
his mind. Focus his thoughts on
family and activities he enjoys.
Meditation before sleep would
be beneﬁcial.

Features
Bite-sized Training for
Organizational Change

Tools to
Foster Adoption

Learning Pathways to support mindset
shifts on subjects such as:
●
Managing a distributed workforce
●
Conducting eﬀective meetings
●
Is Open PTO good?
●
Modern ways to measure
productivity (hint: it’s not a timecard)

Extension for MS Teams, Slack,
and Jira shows your availability,
including when you are
Unreachable: at a Family Function
● Team Health Check
● Team Norms Builder
● ZenStaﬀ Certiﬁcation

Employers can complete several learning
pathways and implement Modern Measures
to become a ZenStaﬀ certiﬁed workplace.

Solution
A cross-platform application that gives
remote workers and managers access to
goal setting, learning pathways, and
availability management in one place
to support work-life integration

Video Transcript

User Scenarios + Flows

Emily Employee - User Scenarios

Goal: Have more ways to show availability
Why: Be more transparent about personal time away
and decrease anxiety when away from desk
How (Feature): Availability Status - Staﬀ shares status
with team: such as Oﬀsite with limited availability

Goal: Work the best way for me and my team
Why: Be more productive and less stressed if I can
work the way I want to
How (Feature): Team Norm Builder - list of common
norms built together as a team

Goal: Understand how often I feel certain emotions
during work and how others feel on my team

Goal: Learn about how to adjust to company changes
to work policies

Why: Measure stressful and satisfying days over time
and with my teammates

Why: Help change culture from the inside and
gradually get used to change instead of overnight

How (Feature): Team Health Check - too many
meetings, manager view, self assessment, health
issue, outside of work issue

How (Feature): Learning Pathway - complete several
learning pathways and implement Modern Measures
to become a ZenStaﬀ certiﬁed workplace.

Mark Manager - User Scenarios

Goal: Check team availability on demand
Why: Check in on team without disrupting their day
and respect personal time
How (Feature): Availability Status - Staﬀ shares status
with team: such as Oﬀsite with limited availability

Goal: Check team morale

Goal: Set up the best working environment for team
members
Why: Teams working on their own terms will be more
productive for me
How (Feature): Team Norm Builder - list of common
norms built together as a team

Goal: Learn about the best way to modernize my team
and get certiﬁed

Why: Measure team health without prying
Why: Retain and attract talent with great culture
How (Feature): Team Health Check - too many
meetings, manager view, self assessment, health
issue, outside of work issue

How (Feature): Learning Pathway - complete several
learning pathways and implement Modern Measures
to become a ZenStaﬀ certiﬁed workplace.

First Time Setup
Email from
leadership
with info
about
ZenStaff

Log into
ZenStaff

Set Learning
Journey
Preferences

Set Team
Goals

Set
Notification
Frequency

Push to
team

Mark Manager

Receive
notification
for from
Mark
ZenStaff

Emily Employee

Log into
ZenStaff

Review
Learning
Journeys

Set Personal
Goals

Contribute to
Team Norms

Set
Notification
Frequency

Confirm
set up

Daily Use
Nudge
for
health
check

Log into
ZenStaff

Complete
Health Check

Notificatio
n for
learning
module

Log into
ZenStaff

Pick Learning
bite

Check team
availability

Update
Personal
availability

Complete
Learning Bite

Confir
m set
up

Emily Employee

Complete
learning bite

Check
learning
progress

Mark Manager

Check team
health report
for the week

Schedule
Team
Meeting

Send Learning
report to
leadership

Log off

Receive nudge
about low
availability

Check team
availability

Design Development

Solution Sketches

Desktop Version
Our product oﬀers mobile and desktop versions to
support a variety of work settings.

Home screen on
desktop
illustrates
snapshot of all
personal and
team learning
progress, team
availability and
morale trends,
upcoming
learning
pathways, and a
reminder about
team norms

Learning
screen shows
overall and
individual
progress,
progress by
team member,
and recent
pathways
played

My Team
screen shows
quick overview
of team
morale,
availability, and
learning
progress

Design System

Usability Study

Usability Test Goals
Participants will test as if they are Mark. They attempted to complete 37
tasks for 4 main sections of functionality.

Goals

Mark Manager

Pain Points

●

Be able to fully trust and
delegate to his team

●

Concerned about productivity
levels when going remote

●

Check on how his
employees are feeling

●

Unsure of how to manage a
remote team

●

Attract new talent with
great culture

●

Stress over employee
retention

Methodology
Data

Participants
1. Male, age 53 - Hartford, CT
2. Male, age 67 - Henrico, VA
3. Male, age 41 - Glen Allen, VA
4. Female, age 65 - Hatboro, PA
5. Female, age 44 - Humble, TX

Scoring

Summary
Most of our tasks passed
well with users. Users had
the most trouble with the
My Team page, so we
focused our improvements
on this ﬂow.

Adjustments

Adjustments - Home
Status indicators
were shifted to
mirror well-known
indicators of popular
products.
The ‘out of oﬃce’
status was removed,
and replaced with
‘away’ and
‘unavailable’.

Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - Learning
Terminology was
clariﬁed and updated to
be consistent across the
product.
‘Course’ and ‘Pathway’
were replaced with
‘Modern Measure’ in all
instances.

Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - Learning
A color shift was
implemented to create
hierarchy and visually
separate buttons from
progress indicators.
The video replay button was
changed in color and
identiﬁed with a label to
prevent user confusion.

Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - My Team
Charts and data
visualizations were
updated to reﬂect
the data more
accurately.
The team health
chart was changed to
an emoji to mirror
the initial health
check input. A label
was added to the
team availability
chart to provide
clarity.
Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - My Team
Testing revealed that the
charts for the team’s daily
health were not clear so we
altered the display to show a
representational emoticon
for each team member.
Colors were used to coincide
with the individual’s mental
state for that day.

Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - My Team
The employee details were
updated to reﬂect the
changes we made to the
graphical representation of
the health check.
A week view was added for
historical data purposes.

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Adjustments - My Team
A color shift was
implemented to ensure
visibility and consistency.
The availability indicator
shifted in color and labels
were edited to provide
clarity.
Individual status was
updated to ensure visual
consistency across the
product.

Mid Fi

High Fi

High Fi after feedback

Mobile Prototype

Mobile Prototype Link

Desktop Prototype

View Desktop
Prototype

Lessons Learned

Establish team working styles
upfront and expect speed bumps
● Complete a risk matrix
● Share roles so we all ﬂex diﬀerent
skills
● Have fun and laugh to ease
tension

Collaborate with ﬂexibility in a
remote environment
● Combine short check ins with
longer working sessions
● Timebox Zoom calls to 2 hours
● Pivot based on research and
reframe the prompt with evidence

Build with your values in mind
● We found common ground in
what we value and built towards
that goal
● We let go of perfection and
prioritized what’s impactful
● We want to keep going and
improve the product - always

Future Roadmap

Accessibility
Check and
Adjustments

Implementation
and roll out plan

Feature: Team
Norm Builder

Feature: Slack and MS
Teams Integration

Feature: Alter learning
content based on
feedback

Feature: Enhance
touch target area

Design Reﬁnements
- adding white space
and breathing room

Expanded
Usability Testing

Develop learning
content for Modern
Measures

Feature: Detailed privacy settings
between individual contributors
and management

Scaling up to
bigger teams

Views for
diﬀerent
hierarchies

Thank you!

Appendix
Risk Analysis + Research Guide
Interview Notes
Mid-Fi Wireﬂows
Google Sheets Usability Results
Detailed Usability Study Results
Mobile Prototype
Desktop Prototype

